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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB has members 
of all ages, and runs tramping trips every weekend, 
ranging from easy (minimal experience required) to hard 
(high fitness and experience required).  We also organise 
instructional courses and hold weekly social meetings.  
Membership rates per year are $35 member, $55 couple, 
$18 junior or associate. 
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of equipment for 
hire.  The Gear Custodian is Jim Western 376-5191. Note: 
Club gear assigned to you is your responsibility; please take care of it. Please make sure you put tents 
inside your pack. Tents attached to the outside of your pack can be easily punctured when bush bashing or 
even lost. This may result in serious damage to your bank account! Please air and dry tents after taking 
them on a trip even if they are not used, and report any damage to the gear custodian. 
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass Township has the comforts of home but with the mountains at the back 
door. - Even better now with real showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!).  A great place for a 
few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase.  Please book before leaving town to ensure there is 
a bunk available.  For keys and bookings, phone Dave Watson 981-7929; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352-
5329; or if they’re both away, Andrew Wrapson 980-6006.  Hut fees are $8 member, $8 member’s partner, 
$15 non-member, $4 kids under 12.  If you find any problems or maintenance required, please tell Dave. 
Social Scene: We meet on Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling Lounge), 
Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital).  A variety of social functions are 
organised, the atmosphere informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If you can give a presentation or have 
ideas, please contact Alan Ross 384-6425 or email alan.d.ross@orica.com .  Please note that formalities 
start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp. 
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, day trips depart at 8:00 am and weekend trips depart at 7:00 pm on 
Fridays, from Shell Carlton Corner Service Station at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite 
Derby Street).  If you aren't taking your car on the trip, park on one of the nearby side streets, otherwise it 
may be wheel clamped or towed.  If you are taking your car please refuel at Shell Carlton, as they are kind 
enough to hold our trip lists.  Every trip gives an indication of transport costs per person.  Please bring it in 
cash to help the leader divvy up at the end.  If you have comments or suggestions for trips, please contact 
the appropriate trip organiser (listed at top of the page).  New or prospective members intending to go on 
any trip must sign up at club night or contact the trip leader in advance. 
Leaders: Please ask for the trip list box (disguised as a shiny red 'Stanley' toolbox) and post the trip list 
into the locked box.  If anyone turns up after this, the service station has a key to open the box.  Spare key 
holders are listed on the box. 

Rates for Gear Hire:  Tent $3/person/night 

Ice axes, Crampons $4/weekend 

Harnesses, Snow shovel $4/weekend 

Large/small weekend packs $2/weekend 

Mountain radio $30/weekend 

         or $40/week 
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Notices 
 
Email: The club operates a moderated email list, whose address is members@ctc.org.nz .  This list is used 
to send out the newsletter, occasional tramping related messages and other invites, and from time to time 
a complete list of the email addresses of CTC members.  Messages intended for the list, and requests to 
join or leave the list should be sent to the above email address.  Note that the moderator will check as to 
the appropriateness of all messages. 
CTC Stickers: The club has Christchurch Tramping Club stickers for members to stick in hut books when 
they visit.  Please contact the secretary at secretary@ctc.org.nz . 
Photos: We now have photos on the web page to accompany trip reports. Please email photos to 
webmaster@ctc.org.nz . 
Membership Database: If you know of any updates, errors or omissions, email Susan Pearson 
susan@toniq.co.nz or phone 337-4914. 
Access Database: If you know of any new information that concerns obtaining access to the properties we 
tramp on (e.g. change of owner or phone number), please call Ian Dunn 343-2155 or email 
ian.dunn@paradise.net.nz . 
Club Hut: When using the Club Hut, please be careful when changing the taps when arriving and leaving.  
The consequences of cocking this up (pun intended) could be severe, so please read the instructions 
carefully. 
Committee: The Committee meets from 7.30 pm on the second Monday of every month except January.  
The venue changes between committee members' homes.  Club members may attend meetings to discuss 
matters.  Contact the Secretary (secretary@ctc.org.nz or 389-1737). 

Classifieds 
 
Classified Ads: Are available to CTC members at no charge. 
Lost and Found: Two items were left at the Plate and Crate just before Christmas: (1) a Dark blue plate 
(made in Italy “FURIO”); and (2) a Clear glass Pyrex casserole dish lid. (Contact Jim Western, Phone (03) 
376 5191) 

External Events of interest 
 
Wanganui Tramping Club - Mangaturuturu Hut 50th Anniversary: The Wanganui Tramping Club is 
celebrating the 50th anniversary of the opening of the Mangaturuturu Hut. Planned Festivities are a trip into 
the hut on Saturday 22 March 2008 and a celebratory dinner on Sunday 23 March 2008.  Please contact 
Russel Donaldson, 6 Stafford St, Wanganui 4501, 06-344-2275, 027-5149183, russeld@clear.net.nz . 
FMC President at Rangiora Tramping Club: The FMC President Brian Stephenson will be speaking at 
the Rangiora Tramping Club on the 28 of February.  He's a barrister and will be speaking on public access 
and other matters.  The meeting will be at the War Memorial Hall, Cnr High and Albert Sts, Rangiora. 
Over 40's 30th anniversary: The over forties Tramping club is celebrating its 30th anniversary on 
Saturday 29 March 2008.  For further details please contact Ted Sheilds, Box  41071, Christchurch, 384-
3403, dls@paradise.net.nz . 

Calendar of Trips and Social Events 
2008-01-31 - Newsletter folding night and Trampwise 

Thursday 31 January  Club Night 
Newsletter folding night and Trampwise: So you have planned meticulously for the classic Three 
Passes trip.  You have two parties all setup up to cross over, mountain radios to alert each other should 
something go wrong, sufficient transport at each end.  So what was it that had been forgotten, that meant 
that 2 people had to bivvy uncomfortably and unexpectedly in the Waimakariri river gravel en route to the 
Anti Crow hut on the first day!  Come along and find out with Susan, the enthusiastic but imperfect trip 
planner. 
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2008-02-02 - Craig ieburn Val ley and Camp Saddle 

Saturday 2 February  Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360 
Craigieburn Valley and Camp Saddle: A varied round trip in the Craigieburns 
with a bit of something for everyone. We'll go up from the Cave Stream 
Reserve, over Lyndon Saddle and traverse above the Cragieburn Valley on a 
good track until we are below Camp Saddle. Then it's a short but steepish climb 
onto the saddle (1480m) for a rest to admire the views out over the Craigieburns 
and down towards the the Broken River Ski area. From the saddle we do a 
lovely promenade east along the top of a spur to point 1525 and then drop off to 
meet the Craigieburn Valley track again at Lyndon Saddle and hence back to 
the cars again. 700m-800m height gain and about 13-14km round trip 
depending on the exact route. 

 Grade: Easy/Mod 
 Closed: 31 Jan 
 Map: K34   
 Approx: $25 

 
2008-02-02 - Ohau Base Camp 

Weekend 2-3 February  Leader: TBA 332-8275 ( at present) 
Ohau Base Camp: A family base camp to finish the school holidays. This time 
of year is lovely at Ohau with walking from easy strolls to full day trips and even 
alpine traverses. Other activities such as mountain biking, kayaking or fishing 
are also possible. Accommodation has been arranged in a club bunk hut but 
camping is also possible. 

 Grade: Easy/All 
 Closed: 24 Jan 
 Map: H38   
 Approx: $50 

 
2008-02-02 - Rabbiter's Peak  / Gunsight Pass 

Weekend 2-3 February  Leader: Ian Dunn 343-2155 
Rabbiter's Peak  / Gunsight Pass: Ian is planning a couple of long day trips in 
the Ohau area. Both of these are close to the road and offer great scenery and 
views. Gunsight Pass is between the North and South Temple Streams, both of 
which are interesting valleys but different from each other. Rabbiter's Peak is to 
the north of the Temple overlooking the South Huxley and a great view point 
looking up the main Hopkins back to the lake and over the main divide to the 
Landsborough mountains. 

 Grade: ModHard 
 Closed: 24 Jan 
 Map: H38   
 Approx: $50 

 
2008-02-03 - The Gap 

Sunday 3 February  Leader: Bernard Parawa 981-4931 
The Gap: The Gap is a true Canterbury tramping icon, the big notch in the 
Torlesse range visible for miles around.  Imagine looking at it every time you 
drive along the West Coast Road, knowing that you have stood right in the 
middle . . .  We'll probably go up from Porters Pass (942m) to Castle Hill Peak 
(1998m) and follow the narrow ridge - it's better going than it looks from a 
distance! - through to the Gap (1700m).  The final section is fairly scrambly with 
some loose rock around but there is a good way into the Gap by dropping down 
to the north 50m or so off the bluffs above it.  From the Gap we'll aim to go down 
the Kowai and pick up the track to the Big Tree carpark where your thoughtful 
leader may just have placed a car . . .  It will make a reasonably long day at a 
moderate pace, but we have plenty of daylight.  Come along for a truely classic 
club tramp. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closed: 31 Jan 
 Map: L34 K34 K35 
 Approx: $20 

 
2008-02-06 - Get Fit For Tramping 

Wednesday 6 February Evening 6:00pm Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914 
Get Fit For Tramping: Meet in Mt Vernon car part at 6:00pm, for 1 hour's brisk 
tramping.  Aimed to raise your heart rate and maintain your uphill fitness for all 
those summer trips still left to do. 

 Grade: Moderate 
Just turn up  
 Map:    
 Approx: None 

 
2008-02-07 - Tibetan Plateau 

Thursday 7 February  Club Night 
Tibetan Plateau: Trek on the Tibetan Plateau with your guide Alan Ross.  Walk up to and around a 
7550m peak.  Also get a feel for the local culture. 
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2008-02-09 - T hree Deans 

Saturday 9 February  Leader: Philip Tree 942-7670 
Three Deans: "Once upon a time there were three Deans: there was father 
Dean, mother Dean, and baby . . ."  no no no.  These Three Deans have proper 
tramping names - South Dean (571m), Middle Dean (585m) and North Dean 
(573m) - located in Waipara, North Canterbury.   It's about 500m height gain, in 
easy country.  You'll be traveling along the open tops so make sure you bring 
some warm layers just in case.  Join Phil for a great easy tramp that the club 
has not done for a while. 

 Grade: Easy 
 Closes: 7 Feb 
 Map: M34   
 Approx: $15 

 
2008-02-09 - Lake Sumner / Hope 

Weekend 9-10 February  Leader: David Henson 942-3954 
Lake Sumner / Hope: A great crossover trip on formed tracks with a big hut on 
Saturday night this is suitable for most easy trampers capable of carrying a pack 
and tramping for 6 hours a day.  The plan is to have 2 groups, 1 coming from 
each end, meeting in the Hope Kiwi hut for a social time on Saturday night.  This 
trip will be limited in numbers because of 4 wheel drive access into Lake 
Sumner and anybody with a 4 wheel drive is welcome. 

 Grade: Easy/Mod 
 Closed: 31 Jan 
 Map: L32 M32  
 Approx: $50 

 
2008-02-09 - Mt Davies, Arthur's Pass 

Weekend 9-10 February  Leader: TBA Phone Jeff on 338-0922 
Mt Davies, Arthur's Pass: Have you always looked across at Mt Davies when 
in the area and thought it a better option than the boulder bash up the Waimak?  
We'll hopefully minimize the walk in by heading up to Carrington Hut on the 
Friday night. Looks like a good option in a neat area of the park. I don't know 
that much about the climb and there is little info on the web so if someone 
knows any details on climbs please give me a call.  Iceaxe and crampons 
necessary. 

 Grade: Hard 
 Closed: 31 Jan 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $40 

 
2008-02-10 - Mount Catherine 

Sunday 10 February  Leader: Bruce Miller 349-3611 
Mount Catherine: Mt Catherine is a good peak overlooking Lake Heron in the 
Clent Hills area.   We'll access via a 4WD road and cross the flats then ascend 
the south west ridge - about 1000m sustained climb, some of it fairly steep, 
tussock at first and then rock - to get to the commanding summit of Mt Catherine 
(2085m).   Check out the views of the Arrowsmiths in the distance and plan your 
next adventure!  With a good group we can make a loop by descending the 
rocky slopes to the south over 2045, 2039 etc.  Mostly red sandstone, it's bare, 
open and starkly beautiful - a good achievement for a moderate tramper who is 
happy with a bit of scrambling and a reasonably long day. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 7 Feb 
 Map: J35   
 Approx: $25 

 
2008-02-13 - Get Fit for Tramping 

Wednesday 13 February Evening 6:00 pm Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914 
Get Fit for Tramping: Meet in Mt Vernon car part at 6:00pm, for 1 hour's brisk 
tramping.  Aimed to raise your heart rate and maintain your uphill fitness for all 
those summer trips still left to do. 

 Grade: Moderate 
Just turn up  
 Map:    
 Approx: None 

 
2008-02-14 - Rivercrossing Video 

Thursday 14 February  Club Night 
Rivercrossing Video: After the drive to and from the trip this can be the next most dangerous component 
of tramping.  This is a prelude for the essential practical rivercrossing instruction to follow on Sunday.  
NOTE just watching this video is not enough! If you are new to tramping in NZ this video and following 
course may save a life - YOURS! 
 
2008-02-16 - Maukurat awh ai  

Saturday 16 February Early start - 7am at the Shell Leader: Doug Forster 337-5453 
Maukuratawhai: Third time lucky - we've put this on the list twice already but 
postponed due to the weather.  Maukuratawhai (sometimes irreverently called 
Mt Muckaroundawhile to help you remember the name) is an interesting little 
1615m peak just across the Clarence River from where you descend from Jacks 
Pass. We will climb up the long SW ridge (about 800m height gain) and traverse 
around to Pt 1575 and descend its S ridge to circle back to the starting point. 
The trip starts with a cold ford of the Clarence so bring some spare sneakers so 
you can change into dry boots on the other side. Note early start - 7am at the 
Shell garage. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 14 Feb 
 Map: N31 N32  
 Approx: $30 
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2008-02-16 - Nikau Palm Gully 

Saturday 16 February  Leader: Dave Watson 981-7929 
Nikau Palm Gully: Nikau Palm Gully is a little gem in the Akaroa Heads scenic 
zone with big cliffs, seabirds, palm trees and more. The gully is acclaimed as 
one of the best forest remnants in the province, with an amazing collection of 
huge nikau palms.  Approx 10km walking with some gently rolling hills, this is 
one of the few peninsula tramps that gets you out close to the steep headlands 
and bays with a good safe track all the way. 

 Grade: Easy 
 Closes: 14 Feb 
 Map: N37   
 Approx: $20 

 
2008-02-16 - Sawcut Gorge / Waima River Marlborough 

Weekend 16-17 February  Leader: Lynette Hartley 332-9251 
Sawcut Gorge / Waima River Marlborough: Lynette is going to the zoo, yes 
seriously. There is a place here called the Zoo. The trip is in a great area with 
special geology and weird plants. They  are going to explore Sawcut Gorge 
home of the Marlborough rock daisy and another gorge in the Waima river which 
is rumored to be just as spectacular. Be prepared for boulder hopping and the 
route down the Waima includes swimming as there is no other way around 
some of the sections. Should be good for a hot nor-west weekend. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 7 Feb 
 Map: P29   
 Approx: $50 

 
2008-02-17 - Puketeraki Traverse 

Sunday 17 February Early start - contact leader Leader: Stewart Smith 980-7913 
Puketeraki Traverse: Heard the various club 'great traverse' stories?  The 
Craigieburns, where someone did not have enough water?  The Banks 
Peninsula all-day epic?  The Torlesse crossover that even Freddie confessed to 
finding a little tiring?  Here's the 2008 challenge - Stu has long had ambitions to 
do the Puketeraki Traverse - and ambitious is the word for a trip that takes in Mt 
Storm, Chest Peak and Mt Pember all on the same day.  This will be a long day 
with a capital L and everyone will need to be able to keep up a Stu-pace the 
whole way, but it is do-able and you too could go down in the annals of club 
history in connection with whatever memorable event occurs on this traverse . . .  
Talk to the leader if you're considering signing up! 

 Grade: Hard 
 Closes: 14 Feb 
 Map: L34   
 Approx: $20 

 
2008-02-17 - River Crossing Course 

Sunday 17 February  Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001(and Richard Wills 389-8671) 
River Crossing Course: Come along and "Take the Plunge" while the water's 
warm and the weather's mild. Essential training for new trampers and a good 
"refresher" for trampers of some experience. Even though this is summer, bring 
warm tramping clothing to wear while training. Also bring a large pack with a 
waterproof pack liner filled with spare clothing etc. to bulk it up. This is for pack 
buoyancy while training. Plus a complete change of warm clothing to wear 
afterward. Training will be followed by a barbecue (bring your own food and 
drink). Venue will be the Waimakariri River close to Chch. Meet at the Shell 
service station at 8am. This is fun as well as instructional! Come and do it! 

 Grade: Training 
 Closes: 14 Feb 
 Map: N/A   
 Approx: $10 

 
2008-02-20 - Get Fit for Tramping 

Wednesday 20 February 6:00pm Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914 
Get Fit for Tramping: Meet in Mt Vernon car part at 6:00pm, for 1 hour's brisk 
tramping.  Aimed to raise your heart rate and maintain your uphill fitness for all 
those summer trips still left to do. 

 Grade: Moderate 
Just Turn up  
 Map:    
 Approx: None 

 
2008-02-21 - China, Hong Kong and Thailand 

Thursday 21 February  Club Night 
China, Hong Kong and Thailand: Lets go to China, Hong Kong and Thailand with your guide Nathan 
Watson.  He has been working (outdoor education) in some of these areas so has a greater feel for the 
place than just being a tourist.  The area of China is Yangshuo City in the famous Gulin provence. 
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2008-02-21 - Kayak T rip  -  Mar lborough Sounds 

Long Weekend 21-24 February  Leader:  Lovisa Eriksson 021 0485002 / 03 5779665 before 9.30pm 
Kayak Trip - Marlborough Sounds: Lovisa nows lives in Ward, Marlborough 
and is organizing this trip. lilla_krakan@hotmail.com. Come along on a multi-day 
sea kayaking trip in the Marlborough Sounds. We’ll start from Moetapu Bay near 
Havelock and explore the shorelines of Pelorus Sounds and seek out campsites 
only accessible from the water.  The exact route will depend on weather/tides 
and the group's ability. It is preferred if you have experience in sea kayaking but 
it's not compulsory since the kayak owner will have an introduction before we’ll 
start our trip. If you have kayak you’re welcome to bring it. 

 Grade: Kayak 
 Closes: 14 Feb 
 Map:    
 Approx: $155 Kayak 

$18 camping 
$60 transport 

 
2008-02-23 - Captain Thomas track, Sumner Bluffs track, Taylors Mistake, Sumner 

Saturday 23 February Note - 9am start Leader: Bev Clark 326-6544 
Captain Thomas track, Sumner Bluffs track, Taylors Mistake, Sumner: Why 
rush away to Arthur's Pass when we have the Port Hills right outside the door?  
This trip will start on the Captain Thomas track from Sumner up to Evans Pass 
(Captain James Thomas, Chief Surveyor, was the one who cut the Bridle Path 
back in 1850 for the first settlers - this track, coming down the other side of the 
crater rim, is named after him).  At the top we can join the Sumner Bluffs track, 
which has been recently extended providing another round trip between Sumner 
and Taylors Mistake.   There's about 200m of ascent from Sumner to Evans 
Pass and the whole trip is less than 10k.  Plus - what more could you need? - 
there are plenty of good options for coffee or ice cream at the end.   We will 
meet at 9am at the Shell and 9.30am at Cave Rock, Sumner (contact leader for 
Cave Rock option). 

 Grade: Easy 
 Closes: 21 Feb 
 Map: N36   
 Approx: $5 

 
2008-02-23 - Lewis Tops / Lucretia 

Weekend 23-24 February  Leader: Andrew Turton 332-8275 
Lewis Tops / Lucretia: A 2nd change for this trip which was cancelled due to 
weather in October. Half on track and half off track this trip starts in the Nina 
valley before turning off up the Lucretia valley.  It continues  past the Biv and 
then climbs  to the tops. Saturday Night should be spent camping on the tops 
near Brass Monkey Biv. Sunday will see us traverse the easy tops to meet up 
with the Rough Valley track above Lake Cristobel which will be followed to the 
road. A good trip for all moderate trampers. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 14 Feb 
 Map: M31   
 Approx: $40 

 
2008-02-24 - Cass - Totara - Oldham (limestone loitering) 

Sunday 24 February  Leader: Ken Brown 359-2000 
Cass - Totara - Oldham (limestone loitering): Walk through a fascinating 
limestone area in coastal North Canterbury.  As well as the limestone there are 
some good stands of native bush, and we'll pop over Mt Cass (525m), Totara 
(527m) and Oldham (496m) on our way along a low spine of hills.  Mount Cass 
is the site of a proposed windfarm, which is likely to cause some angst because 
of the unusual limestone environment and acknowledged recreational value of 
this particular area.  The Club will be putting in a submission with our comments 
on the proposal, and if any members are interested in the issue and want to do 
a bit of on-the-ground research for themselves, this is a good opportunity.  
Some off-track tramping in gentle country, 10 - 12k at a relaxed pace, in a very 
interesting area - a tramp to please almost everyone. 

 Grade: EasyMod 
 Closes: 21 Feb 
 Map: N34   
 Approx: $15 

 
2008-02-24 - Mt Aitken adventures 

Sunday 24 February  Leader: Ian Dunn 343-2155 
Mt Aitken adventures: Come and explore in the heart of Arthurs Pass and see 
some of the track run by the Coast-to-Coasters as well - this trip starts in the 
village, comes out along the Mingha and goes over Aitken (1858m) in between.  
Aitken is a sustained climb on a steep stony track that gets you up surprisingly 
quickly - but you do have to go over 1863 to get to the point named as Aitken.  
From there, we plan to take an untracked route down to the east, dropping down 
through some scrub and then the bush to find the Mingha track. We'll follow that 
out to cross the Bealey, and with any luck a car will have been dropped at the 
Mingha end.  This tramp is a bit on the adventurous side of moderate, and it will 
be a long day, but for fit moderate trampers who enjoy a bit of rock-scrambling, 
this is very rewarding alternative way to do Aitken. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 21 Feb 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $25 
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2008-02-27 - Get Fit for Tramping 

Wednesday 27 February Evening 6:00pm Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914 
Get Fit for Tramping: Meet in Mt Vernon car part at 6:00pm, for 1 hour's brisk 
tramping.  Aimed to raise your heart rate and maintain your uphill fitness for all 
those summer trips still left to do. 

 Grade: Moderate 
Just turn up.  
 Map:    
 Approx: None 

 
2008-02-28 - Newsletter folding night 

Thursday 28 February  Club Night 
Newsletter folding night: and many verbal trip reports from preceding weeks 
 
2008-03-01 - Ashley Gorge 

Saturday 1 March  Leader: Andrew Wrapson 980-6006 
Ashley Gorge: Ashley Gorge is one of the best picnic spots in Canterbury and 
a popular place to explore.  Depending on water levels we might do a bit of 
floating down the gorge, and getting wet is the whole point of the trip.  An 
opportunity to practice all that river crossing training?  Great fun in the sun (we 
hope).  Talk to the leader if you're not sure what's involved in this summer water 
trip, and come along for one of the club's most popular social outings. 

 Grade: Easy (water 
trip) 

 Closes: 28 Feb 
 Map: L34   
 Approx: $15 

 
2008-03-01 - Lake Florence, Rolleston River, Arthur’s Pass 

Weekend 1-2 March  Leader: TBA (contact 338 0922) 
Lake Florence, Rolleston River, Arthur’s Pass: Swimming options in Lake 
Florence, maybe. This trip was canned mid last year due to cold and snow. 
Involves traveling up the Rolleston River from the Otira valley and camping in a 
hanging lake at the head waters. Options for side trips to climb Mt Armstrong 
and Anderson Peak at the head of the lake or round trips are possible. 

 Grade: Hard 
 Closes: 21 Feb 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $40 

 
2008-03-01 - Libretto Range 

Weekend 1-2 March  Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344 
Libretto Range: A weekend trip that takes only a day and a bit out of your 
weekend! You can get all those chores done on Saturday morning before we 
head off for the Boyle village mid afternoon. We climb Faust and set up camp 
beside the tarns near the top, a great place for dinner and sunset watching.  
Sunday will be a longish day spent enjoying great views from the rolling Lewis 
tops as we walk the full length of the Libretto range  We'll cross over Faust, 
Mephistopheles, Mount Lucia, and many other peaks before dropping down 
Foleys Creek, back to the land of mortals and the road home. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 21 Feb 
 Map: M31 M32  
 Approx: $40 

 
2008 

Sunday 2 March (note early start - contact leader) Leader: Bernard Parawa 981-4931 
Dome via the Edwards: The first part of our two-pronged attack on the Dome 
(1838m), an impressive bump between the Edwards and the Waimakariri.  This 
is the moderate version, probably going in via the beautiful Edwards valley using 
the track that continues on to the Edwards Hut - but we leave it to ascend the 
western flanks of the Dome ridge using one of the long steep bush-free gullies 
(yes, the word scree does come into it - not quite as much fun on the way up as 
down, but perfectly do-able), and out onto the impressive rocky top.  It will be a 
long day so we'll make an early start - make sure you check in with the leader in 
advance. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 28 Feb 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $25 

-03-02 - Dome via the South Ridge 

2008-03-02 - Dome via the South Ridge 

Sunday 2 March  Leader: Ian Dunn 343-2155 
Dome via the South Ridge: Part two of the double-Dome-day.  This moderate-
hard version involves a bit of scrambling, and some short narrow steep exposed 
sections of ridge.  We go in via Douglas Stream into a lovely glaciated cirque, 
then up a cunning route around the bluffs to gain the south ridge, about 400m 
below the summit.  This is where the scrambling comes in and you do need to 
be happy with a bit of exposure and more bits with a tendency to the vertical - 
although the hand-holds are good where you need them!  In return you avoid 
the bash up the scree and pop out onto the top of the Dome almost before you 
expect to.  If your esteemed day trip organiser can do it (with a helmet) then it 
can't be that bad.  The descent is into the Edwards and out with the moderate 
group. 

 Grade: ModHard 
 Closes: 28 Feb 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $25 
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2008-03-05 - Get Fit for Tramping 

Wednesday 5 March Evening 6:00pm Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914 
Get Fit for Tramping: Meet in Mt Vernon car part at 6:00pm, for 1 hour's brisk 
tramping.  Aimed to raise your heart rate and maintain your uphill fitness for all 
those summer trips still left to do. 

 Grade: Moderate 
Just turn up  
 Map:    
 Approx: None 

 
2008-03-06 - Everest Base Camp 

Thursday 6 March  Club Night 
Everest Base Camp: Its Everest base camp with Graham Foulds.  Unbelieveably he has been to Nepal 
some 10 times and E.B.C. 4 times!  Graham has also done some teaching at a school in the Khari Khola 
region.  It will be fantastic to get some insight into why Sir Ed. was so driven to help these people. 
 
2008-03-08 - B inser /Casey 

Weekend 8-9 March  Leader: TBA  
Binser/Casey: A standard easy to moderate (almost) round  trip in the Arthur's 
Pass area  with good tracks and a big hut for Saturday night. Suitable for people 
new to overnight tramping or families but all must be capable of tramping with a 
pack for 6/7 hours. The leader is not confirmed but ring Andrew Turton (332-
8275) for details. 

 Grade: Easy/Mod 
 Closes: 28 Feb 
 Map: L33   
 Approx: $40 

 
2008-03-08 - Waitaha River, Scamper Torrent Hut, Smyth Range 

Weekend 8-9 March  Leader: TBA (contact 338 0922) 
Waitaha River, Scamper Torrent Hut, Smyth Range: Trip to the Waitaha 
valley to visit one of the remote huts in the area. Heading up to Scamper Torrent 
Hut with access to lovely tops country between the Waitaha and Wanganui 
catchments. Options of round trip to Kiwi Flats in the Waitaha via the Smyth tops 
and Headlong Spur or over into the Wanganui via Karnback ridge. Check out 
remote huts website for more details. 

 Grade: ModHard 
 Closes: 28 Feb 
 Map: I34   
 Approx: $45 

 
2008-03-09 - Goat Hill 

Sunday 9 March early start 7am at Church Corner Leader: Doug Forster 337-5453 
Goat Hill: A nice little 1650m bump directly above Otira opposite Mt Barron.  It's 
an area we don't do as much as Arthur's Pass and fully deserves a bit more 
attention, especially with the lovely ridge route you can do with this trip.  The 
route starts near the Otira bridge and travels up a good DOC track to the 
bushline.  From there we will follow the ridge around to the summit. The return 
will be via the long southern ridge above the Deception and then down an old 
track back to the cars.  Early start 7am at Church Corner. 

 Grade: ModHard 
 Closes: 6 Mar 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $25 

 
2008-03-09 - Takamatua stock route - Hinewai - Purple Peak 

Sunday 9 March  Leader: David Henson 942-3954 
Takamatua stock route - Hinewai - Purple Peak: Here's one we have not 
done for about 15 years. It uses two of the historic double fenced bridle tracks in 
the Akaroa district which are legal access.  Starting from Takamatua Valley we 
climb to the summit road which we follow for about 3 kms and then divert 
through the upper part of glorious Hinewai reserve.  We descend to Akaroa via 
Purple Peak track.  A short car shuttle is involved. About 14 km and 600 metres 
height gain in easy country with time for coffee, etc. at Akaroa or Little River. 

 Grade: EasyMod 
 Closes: 6 Mar 
 Map: N36   
 Approx: $15 

 
2008-03-12 - Get Fit for Tramping 

Multi day trip 12-11 March Evening 6:00pm Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914 
Get Fit for Tramping: Meet in Mt Vernon car part at 6:00pm, for 1 hour's brink 
tramping.  Aimed to raise your heart rate and maintain your uphill fitness for all 
those summer trips still left to do. 

 Grade: Moderate 
Just Turn up  
 Map:    
 Approx: None 
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2008-03-16 - Mt Griffin 

Sunday 16 March extended day trip - Saturday night at the Club Hut Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 
Mt Griffin: (1516m) is a classic west-coast style peak over past Otira, with an 
old serpentine mine.  There's a good track through the bush and the scrub, it's a 
lovely area, you get great views over the coast . . .  Wouldn't it be good to be 
able to do it without carrying a weekend pack?  The only trouble is that it's such 
a long drive. The solution is an extended day trip: go up to the Club Hut on 
Saturday night, get a brisk start in the morning and be able to do the 1400m 
height gain to the top at a reasonable rate, and have a great day out with 
something a bit different to our usual day trips.  Even if you don't feel like going 
all the way to the top the mines at 1200m are a fascinating place to explore and 
you can still find bits of serpentine exposed in the old workings. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 13 Mar 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $25 

 
2008-03-19 - Get Fit for Tramping 

Multi day trip 19-18 March Evening 6:00pm Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914 
Get Fit for Tramping: Meet in Mt Vernon car part at 6:00pm, for 1 hour's brisk 
tramping.  Aimed to raise your heart rate and maintain your uphill fitness for all 
those summer trips still left to do.  NB: Next week is Easter so no Get Fit for 
Tramping session.  Following week 2nd April is the last session - daylight saving 
ends these sessions. 

 Grade: Moderate 
Just turn up  
 Map:    
 Approx: None 

 

 

Trip Reports 
 

5 January 2008 

Bob's Biv 
The trip description for Bobs Biv in the club newsletter said, “An excellent post-Xmas, new year’s 
resolution-to-do-more-tramping-trip.” And so it was for me and also it was a revisit of my very first trip with 
the club in September 2000. 

As I live in Oxford, I met the party at the Wooded Gully picnic area on a cool foggy morning just after 9am. 
After the usual “Hey Roddus, we haven’t seen you out for ages” and a quick reminisce with Helen, who 
was on the aforementioned expedition in 2000, it was decided to tackle Mt Thomas first, as some of the 
party hadn’t been up there.As we climbed, we passed through the fog into very warm sunshine and the 
sight of a big white fluffy blanket covering most of the Canterbury plains. Clive and out trusty leader soon 
left us in their dust until we reached the summit of Mt Thomas in about 1¼ hours. We found some shade 
and had 1st smoko. 

From the summit we headed off west along the open ridge, dropped down into bush to the junction of the 
Wooded Gully track, continued on to the junction of the Ridge track, and then on to the junction of the 
Pinchgut hut track(not signposted), where Kerri erected her new sign pointing to the Bobs Biv track(now 
signposted). Had second smoko and hoped to have lunch at Bobs Biv. After travelling some time along the 
track and debating how long it would take to get there, it was decided to lunch at 1pm even if we were not 
at the biv by then. Sure enough 1pm came and went, and still no biv, revolution was in the air, legs were 
getting wobbly and it was decided to lunch in the shade of the trees just before the track disappeared into 
open tussock. 

Towards the end of lunch, I pointed out that Murphy’s Law predicted that the biv would only be a few more 
minutes walk along the track from where (some of us in desperate hunger) we were forced to stop for 
lunch. Sure enough, after 10 or 15 minutes we re enter the bush and there is Bobs biv. 

Bobs Biv was lovely and clean with the most inviting mattresses I have seen in a hut, a big outdoor tin 
fireplace and a trickle of a stream nearby. Helen and I found our names in the hut book from 2000. Clive 
madly asked if there was any way we could carry on down to the Garry river and link back to our cars, an 
idea that was soundly rejected by those of us of a more moderate tramping nature and so off we headed in 
the direction from which we came. We descended from the ridge down the Ridge track through beech 
forest until the last part of the day was trudging through the awful wastelands left by the harvest of the pine 
forest. Even though it was nearly tea time it was still pretty hot out there in the open. We arrived at the cars, 
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sore, wary and thirsty after nearly 20 km of walking (next time I’ll stay the night). Still, it was a most 
enjoyable day. 

Trampers: Kerri (leader), Susan, Ron, Helen, Jenny, Clive, Bruce, Rodney (scribe). 

 
 

 

30th December 2007 

Woolshed Hill 
Woolshed Hill: Head for Arthur's Pass,  turn right over the Mt White bridge then left up to the Hawdon 
Shelter carpark. 

Just in the trees on the path heading to the river is a signpost for Woolshed Hill which leads through the 
Beech bush the bottom of the ridgeline and then starts climbing.  A well cleared track meant that the steep 
gradient was all that was noticed for the first 300m, quelling conversation.  Then as the slope decreased 
the yacking increased.  I learnt how to identify a red Beech (thanks Kate), and  found out why we hadn’t 
seen much of Bryce  over the last year (crook knee).  Adele (Bryce’s daughter over from Canberra) chatted 
about how good it was to be in NZ bush and we generally congratulated ourselves on our luck with the 
perfect weather. 

Once at the bushline we had magnificent views both up and down the Waimak.  We spooked a couple of 
parakeets as we picked our way through the turpentine scrub to a very small shallow tarn and on up to the 
top.   Here we had views into the Edwards and the Hawdon and we thought we could see the lumpy rocky 
top of Mt Oates but on studying the map after our return, it seems more likely to have been one of the Polar 
range peaks, Mt Scott?  

Another 30 minutes along the tops and we arrived at the tarn designated for lunch.  There is an idyllic 
campsite here just up above the south end of the tarn in amongst the trees.  This was such a pleasant spot 
that we had difficulty pulling ourselves away to embark on our adventurous loop back to the cars. 

Continuing along the tops to just past point 1445m, we spotted a nice scree slope taking us down towards 
a clear ridge with some mature bush on it.  The scree was too tempting to pass, so down we went.   Then 
we bashed down and across to the ridge seemingly aided by three (random?) orange ties on trees. 

Then up onto and along the ridge, which ran out at a steep bit.  We gingerly worked our way off this and 
found ourselves in an easy travel bush gully.   When this got a bit tangled further down, we had choices to 
go to the ridge left or to the ridge right. The left hand heading ran us into a cut trap track (pink ribbons 
round trees) and we decided it could not be ignored even tho' it did not seem to be really taking quite 
where we wanted to go.  However it did get us down the hill painlessly and we only gave up on it when it hit 
a debris filled stream and climbed the other side.  By then we only had to back track a bit and bush bash 
down 100m to come out on the Hawdon.  The threatened Nor’wester had now set in and blew us down the 
valley back to the cars. 

I (Susan Pearson) had a great day out with Bryce Williamson, Adele, Kate Taylor, Kerrie Skinner and Ron 
Keeble. 
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26 - 27 January 2008 

Creighton Peak and Wheel Creek, 
Almost like the Titiroa trip, with Snow White (Lynette) again leading a great trip to an area the Club does 
not go to that much.  With a good weather forecast – so good that bivvying was the accommodation option 
of choice for Jonathan and Ian - seven overgrown dwarves duly signed up and eventually managed to 
meet up at the Marble Hill campsite at 7.30 am on Saturday morning.  A short drive on to Springs Junction, 
right turn up SH67, and we can see the Victoria Range over on our left – all thick mysterious bush and 
rugged tops.  We met up with the farmer to get final instructions and directions:  he was very helpful about 
routes and seemed to find the whole Wheel Creek track idea vastly amusing (now that should have given 
us a bit of a hint . . .).  After demonstrating the route-finding abilities of the CTC and the rogaine team by 
driving several times around the farm buildings, through the wrong gates and onto the wrong dead-end 
farm tracks, we eventually made it to the road end by Mitchells Creek.  The usual 
changing/unpacking/repacking activities and then we set off as the farmer directed up an overgrown 4wd 
track, across a paddock to start the ascent up a bush-clad spur. 

We followed what was apparently an old musterers’ track by the means of occasional pink tape markers 
and Jeff’s nose for a good route more than any discernable ground trail, and indeed there were 
suggestions that Jeff was simply carrying the tape with him and draping it artistically over a branch every 
time the troops seemed to doubt his decisions.  Morning tea was enjoyed high in the bush with the sound 
of some larrikin Kakariki (parakeets) in the tree tops but they remained unseen.  It was steep but we had a 
beautiful day – very hot in fact - open red beech forest, and the promise of a superb high camp on the tops.  
What could go wrong?  Some time later, during a short stop, Jeff remarked that the beautiful day seemed 
somewhat – temporarily of course - compromised by the suspicion – slight of course – of the merest 
soupçon of precipitation in the air.  “Oh no” said Jonathan firmly, “not on bivvie-bag man”.  So we ignored 
the gathering greyness, and even as we donned waterproofs and huddled under the last trees at the 
bushline for lunch, we did no more than comment that it was not quite as hot as it had been.  At this point 
Clive was very pleased to discover that he had inadvertently included in his pack a couple of kilos of plums 
that he had meant to offer around at breakfast – although not exactly aiming for light-weight tramping, he 
had been wondering why it seemed a bit heavier than usual. 

After lunch, complete with compulsory plums all round, we set off again into the precipitation.  The Victoria 
Range tops are a lovely coarse granite, knobbly and bumpy, requiring some scrambling manoeuvres and 
interesting sidles – it was fun, most of us were enjoying it and even Stu was negotiating everything thrown 
at him with dogged determination if not obvious total delight, and bivvie-bag-man will-power seemed to be 
winning as the greyness lightened a shade and water proofs were removed.  By the time we were nearing 
Creighton Peak the dwarves had become quite spread out with a large contingent concentrating on the 
photographic opportunities while the camera-impoverished (Clive and scribe) charged determinedly for the 
top and Ian managed to combine both approaches whilst also carrying a 10 ft manuka pole he had 
acquired on the way up.  Stopping conscientiously to allow the party to regroup on the bump before 
Creighton we became aware of a bit more precipitation around – more than a suspicion in fact - and, when 
it turned to hail, rather hard to carry on ignoring.  After five minutes or so we were beginning to wonder 
where the others had got to.  Bivvie-bag man then hove into sight (it seemed tactless to remind him of his 
overnight accommodation selection at that precise point as the hail batterered in from the side).  “Why are 
you sitting here” he asked; “Waiting for the others” we said – but it turned out that the others had gone for a 
lower level route and were investigating the effects of hail and wet snow grass on boot-traction some 
metres below us.  The high-level dwarves stuck to the tops and the low-level dwarves slithered up to the 
final rocky battlements of Creighton (1582m) – mission accomplished.  Part one of mission anyway.  That 
high camp idea?  Snow White turned her back to hail and we held a small post-mortem on the weather 
forecast.  A big high?  Some mention of afternoon showers?  Just a condensation effect then – look, it’s 
clear over there – no worries. 

Greatly inspired, we set off down Creighton to start the first of several long sidles around Crosscut and 
sundry other smaller uncongenially-rocky obstacles.  The condensation still seemed to be above the 
imagination level but our spirits were high and optimism abounded.  Stunning scenery, a purely temporary 
wetness, and the amusement value of keeping an eye on Ian’s progress and shouting helpful comments 
when his direct route through the rocks and bluffs did not provide the required clearance for the 10ft 
manuka pole sticking out of his pack.  By the time we got to the northern side of Crosscut – about 5 pm - it 
had ceased to condense.  We came across a small herd of goats, and then crossed 1440 to be above the 
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first of the tarn basins suitable for our idyllic high camp.  The all-important criterion for site selection was 
clearly the availability of a bivvie rock for Jonathan and Ian.  The decision was made to head on to 1463 
and survey the next tarn basin as well, consider all the options including the fall-back of making for the hut 
itself, make a call on the weather . . .  Despite my lovely jacket keeping me wonderfully dry (thanks Mum), 
the rest of me was getting a tad cold – the hut did seem to have certain attractions over the high camp 
option. 

Some metres further on an attractive tarn, higher up than the others, is sighted.  It’s devoid of rocks and 
capable of sheltering a small poodle let alone two bivvie-dwarves.  And it’s starting to rain again.  Perfect - 
we sprint down.  Jonathan and Ian admire the tarn but seem somewhat doubtful that the continual showers 
will really cease to the extent required for a comfortable night and decide to head off to Wheel Creek hut.  
The rest of us demonstrate our speed-tent-putting-upping and (mostly) manage to dive in before the rain 
becomes torrential.  Jeff displayed his Real Tramper credentials by wandering nonchalently about 
engaging the other tents in casual conversation.  Clive and I manage to brew up a cup of tea from the 
shelter of the tent and the world suddenly seems considerably improved.  We can hear Flo and Stu in the 
next tent in an animated discussion of how to reposition it to avoid the rather large rocks they have 
discovered inhabiting their emergency pitching site.  After a short venture outside to find the condensation 
continuing but no longer quite so torrential, we made dinner from the tent as well.  By now I was feeling the 
effects of tagging along with the Really Fit tramping contingent and I was asleep before 8 pm.  

Apparently it did indeed clear later on and a sunset was even dimly discernable, but I was oblivious until 
sunrise on an undeniably beautiful day the next morning.  More tea – what did the world do before Tea? – 
and a very leisurely couple of hours drying out assorted belongings in the sun, admiring the views, 
congratulating Lynette on the camp site, drinking more tea . . .  We finally packed up and headed back to 
the ridge and point 1463.  The next basin has a very substantial tarn in, just perfect for a morning swim.  
Clive set off down to it while the rest of us lazed on the tops.  We met him on the other side of the basin 
and then all embarked on the steep and scrubby descent to Waitahu Saddle together.  The farmer had 
been very clear – head for the saddle and then go down to the hut – only tears, distress and recrimination 
will result from attempting to take the seemingly direct ridge down towards the hut.  From the saddle we 
followed trail-finder Jeff on a mild bush bash to find Wheel Creek hut in a little clearing.  Jonathan and Ian 
had made it there safely the night before and were either finishing breakfast or starting lunch or perhaps 
just fortifying themselves with elevenses when we got there.  

Wheel Creek is an old forest service hut, very neat and tidy, but seldom visited for reasons which will 
shortly become clear.  Traffic seems to be around one visit a month in summer but between December 06 
and September 07 nobody admitted their presence in the hut book.  The farmer had commented that very 
few groups went in twice.  We had an early lunch and consulted the hut book for advice on tactics for the 
descent of Wheel Creek.  Stay upright, keep out of the Gorge, and avoid the wasps, bushlawyer and man-
eating tigers seemed to be the key tips.  By 12 we were again following Jeff down through the bush.  At first 
it seemed rather straightforward – no markers certainly, and the faintest ground trail that he again seemed 
to be following mostly by instinct and imagination, a bit of windfall, but nothing horrendous.  Progress 
slowed when we were back beside the creek, crossing from side to side and finding routes around, under, 
up, and over the various obstacles.  Then we come to a cairn.  It is the only marker we have seen and it 
clearly Means Something.  But what?  cross?  cross the other way?  go up?  don’t go up?  left or right?   

By the well-known scientific process of trial and error we find that it means go up on the true left.  Up and 
up and up some more.  It was some time, punctuated by the occasional squeal and with a lot of fern, 
greasy rock, tree root and bushlawyer, with quite a few points where everyone took different routes and 
were trying to either find each other or – at least – not fall on each other, before we had climbed up the 
steep sides of the gorge to a point where you could rest without having to hang onto the vegetation and 
pray that the vegetation itself was hanging onto something.  Clive reported that he had - at some personal 
risk and discomfort - thoroughly investigated the gorge and lower sidles on the true left and confirmed that 
the high sidle is the way to go: the best travel seems to be basically where the track is marked on the map 
and though the track no longer exists, it seems that they did choose a good route.   

We looked around, counted people and limbs and found all accounted for, and had a much-needed snack.  
From there Clive and Jeff located the steep spur down into the creek again – yes, all that to avoid a short 
section of gorge but the stories about the gorge are not pretty reading . . .  A bit more in-and-out-of the 
creek, a bit more up-and-down-and-under-and-over, and the terrain gets flatter and the bush is beginning 
to clear into beech.  We are now officially in wasp territory.  Mostly they seem happy with the honey dew 
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without a side-order of tramper and we only had two stings reported by the time we were out in flats beside 
the Maruia.  Even at the starting point of the Wheel Creek track marked on the map it was very hard to see 
anything more substantial than a maybe-animal trail with - if you are lucky - the occasional bit of pink tape. 

All the excitement is now over, antihistamine cream has been liberally spread, and it has taken us about 5 
hours plus some not inconsiderable bloodshed and bruising and a whole packet of Jeff’s biscuits to get 
down the creek.  All we have to do now is to walk back to the cars along an old 4wd track.  Unfortunately, 
the cars are 6 ks away along the said 4wd track.  It was a very tired scribe who finally splashed through the 
Mitchell and dropped her pack beside the car.  The rest of them of course looked as fresh as daisies.  Next 
time Snow White is leading a ModHard trip with a great weather forecast she may be better off substituting 
this particular dwarf with a hardier model, but it was a lovely tramp with great company – thanks everyone. 

Snow White – Lynette.  Overgrown dwarfs – Jeff, Flo, Stu, Clive, Jonathan, Ian, Jenny,  

 
 

 
 

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor (editor@ctc.org.nz)  
by Sunday, 24 February 2008 – Thanks. 


